Pendulums & Mats

1
Geometric Design mat
Geometric Design mat
Awesome detailed geoSimple yet very powerful
metric design on this one.
symbol and ready for your
Crystal gridding is a way
special crystals. Crystal
to multiply your intentions,
gridding is a way to multiby combining crystal enply your intentions, by comergy with sacred geometric
bining crystal energy with
shapes. Made in India measacred geometric shapes.

Mats

$4.95

RPMT1

$4.95

RPMT2

Geometric Design mat
Geometric Design mat
Geometric Design mat
Beautiful pattern with many
Crystal gridding is a way
These mat grids allow you
sacred shapes for your choto multiply your intentions,
to join crystal energy with
sen crystals. Crystal gridby combining crystal ensacred geometry, amplifyding is a way to multiply
ergy with sacred geometric
ing your intentions. This
your intentions, by comshapes. Made in India meaone is a Flower of Life
bining crystal energy with
suring 8” x 12” silver toned
pattern enforcing that we
sacred geometric shapes.
image on a thin velveteen
are all connected. Made in

$4.95

RPMT3

Triquetra pendulum mat
Take the guesswork out of
your pendulum readings
with this fun and practical pendulum divination
mat. Using a Pendulum is
a wonderful way to open
your mind to the ways of

$4.95

RPMTC

$4.95

RPMT4

RPMTP

$4.95

RPMTN

$4.95

RPMTS

Triple Moon Pentagram pendulum mat
Take the guesswork out of
your pendulum readings
with this fun and practical pendulum divination
mat. Using a Pendulum is
a wonderful way to open
your mind to the ways of

$4.95

RPMT5

7 Chakra pendulum mat
Om pendulum mat
Take the guesswork out of
Take the guesswork out of
your pendulum readings
your pendulum readings
with this fun and practical
with this fun and practipendulum divination mat.
cal pendulum divination
Using a Pendulum is a wonmat. Using a Pendulum is
derful way to open your
a wonderful way to open
mind to the ways of divinayour mind to the ways of

Pentagram pendulum mat
Plain pendulum mat
Take the guesswork out of
Take the guesswork out of
your pendulum readings
your pendulum readings
with this fun and practical
with this fun and practipendulum divination mat.
cal pendulum divination
Using a Pendulum is a wonmat. Using a Pendulum is
derful way to open your
a wonderful way to open
mind to the ways of divinayour mind to the ways of

$4.95

$4.95

$4.95

RPMTO

Tree of Life pendulum mat
Take the guesswork out of
your pendulum readings
with this fun and practical
pendulum divination mat.
Using a Pendulum is a wonderful way to open your
mind to the ways of divina-

$4.95

RPMTT

Bracelets

RPMTTG

Amethyst pendulum bracelet
Black Onyx pendulum bracelet
Carnelian pendulum bracelet
Unique to these bracelets
Unique to these bracelets
Unique to these bracelets
they may also be used as
they may also be used as
they may also be used as
a pendulum for various
a pendulum for various
a pendulum for various
dowsing and divinatory
dowsing and divinatory
dowsing and divinatory
tasks. These bracelets are
tasks. These bracelets are
tasks. These bracelets are
meant to be wearable tools
meant to be wearable tools
meant to be wearable tools
and the pendulum bob may
and the pendulum bob may
and the pendulum bob may

$25.95

JBPAME

Chakra pendulum bracelet
Each of these Pendulum
Bracelets is a powerful and
multi-use magical tool.
Each can serve its owner in
several ways. As a length
of 7 beads for meditative,
ritual or spell use. 3/4”

$25.95

JBPCHA

$25.95

JBPBO

$25.95

JBPCAR

Green Aventurine pendulum bracelet
Hematite pendulum bracelet
Unique to these bracelets
Unique to these bracelets
they may also be used as
they may also be used as
a pendulum for various
a pendulum for various
dowsing and divinatory
dowsing and divinatory
tasks. These bracelets are
tasks. These bracelets are
meant to be wearable tools
meant to be wearable tools
and the pendulum bob may
and the pendulum bob may

$25.95

JBPGAV

$25.95

JBPHEM
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Lapis pendulum bracelet
Opalite pendulum bracelet
Quartz pendulum bracelet
Each of these Pendulum
Each of these Pendulum
Each of these Pendulum
Bracelets is a powerful and
Bracelets is a powerful and
Bracelets is a powerful and
multi-use magical tool.
multi-use magical tool. Each
multi-use magical tool. Each
Each can serve its owner in
can serve its owner in severcan serve its owner in severseveral ways. As a length of
al ways. As a length of 3 x 3
al ways. As a length of 3 x 3
3 x 3 beads for meditative,
beads for meditative, ritual
beads for meditative, ritual
ritual or spell use. 3/4”
or spell use. 3/4” Tree of
or spell use. 3/4” Tree of

$35.95

$25.95

JBPLAP

JBPOPA

$25.95

JBPQZ

Rose Quartz pendulum bracelet
Tiger’s Eye pendulum bracelet
Each of these Pendulum
Each of these Pendulum
Bracelets is a powerful and
Bracelets is a powerful and
multi-use magical tool.
multi-use magical tool.
Each can serve its owner in
Each can serve its owner in
several ways. As a length of
several ways. As a length of
3 x 3 beads for meditative,
3 x 3 beads for meditative,
ritual or spell use. 3/4”
ritual or spell use. 3/4” Tree

$25.95

$25.95

JBPRQZ

Pendulums

$8.95
6-sided Garnet orgone
6-sided Various
Energy healing Garnet
orgone 6 sided pendulum.
Garnet orgone is believed to
emit intense high frequency
vibrations stored from accumulating powerful life
force energies. Also belied

$10.95

JBPTE

7 Chakra pendulum
This Chakra pendulum
is layered with stone to
coordinate with each
Chakra. With all the different energies emitting from
this piece, it will make for
a powerful healing tool as

$12.95

GP6CHR

Tourmaline, Black 7 Chakra 6 sided
These random assorted
A 6 sided Tourmaline
pendulums, featuring 6
pendulum, with a silver
faceted sizes and a point are
plated chain, having each of
perfect for your divination.
the 7 Chakra colors repreYour individual pendulum
sented within it’s links, and
is selected by us at random
gathered at the end of it’s
from available stock. 7 1/2”
chain. Black tourmaline is

$3.95

GP6OGAR

GP3MUL

6-sided Chrysocolla
Chrysocolla might be a
perfect pendulum to use
when dowsing, known as
the stone of communication.
It helps calm emotions and
helps us when facing challenges and change. Inner

GP6VAR

$12.95

GP76TOUB

Amethyst 7 Chakra
Amethyst 7 Chakra ball
Bloodstone 7 Chakra
Discover how amethyst can
Perfect pendulum to help
Featuring a conical,
aid in enhancing psychic
guide you to discovering
bloodstone bob and a chain
ability, healing the mind,
the answers within. This is
decorated with seven beads,
or achieving wisdom with
a heavy amethyst ball with
chain end may come with
the aid of this Amethyst 7
silver toned point. Chakra
various decorations. From
Chakra Pendulum. From
colors up the chain will help
India.
India.
keep you in alignment. 11”

$9.95

$10.95

$10.95

GP7AME

Various 7 Chakra ball
These assorted pendulums
come with a smooth and
highly polished gemstone
sphere, adorned in a metal
tip. An attached chain that
is lined with stones representing the Chakra points.

GP7BVAR

Quartz 7 Chakra

GP7BAME

$7.95

GP7CQ

Moonstone 7 Chakra
Selenite 7 Chakra
This is a moonstone penduSelenite is a crystalized
lum with 7 Chakra colored
form of gypsum, making
beads along the silver toned
it a great tool for luck and
chain. Made in India meaprotection. This has a high
suring 11” long, sizes may
vibration that can clear and
vary slightly.
open your higher Chakras.
Selenite pendulum with

$8.95

GP7MOO

$8.95

GP7BLO

Green Adventurine 7 Chakra
A neutral pendulum of clear
A highly polished Green
quartz for your divination
Aventurine pendulum.
practices, strung on a chain
Chain is decorated with
decorated with beads repstones representing the
resenting the 7 chakras. Fob
seven Chakras. May come
style at chain end may vary.
as a single marble or chakra
6” From India.
chip set at end of chain. 6”

$7.95

GP7SEL

$8.95

GP7GAV

Various 7 Chakra
A large variety of 7 Chakra
stone pendulums that is our
choice. Cannot go wrong
with any of these stone
pendulums. Made in India
and hangs between 10”-12”
inches and stone sizes vary.

$9.95

GP7VAR
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Evil Eye ball pendulum
Lapis ball pendulum
Various Teardrap W ball pendulum
There are many meanings
Lapis ball pendulum with
A variety of teardrop gemacross the different cultures
attached silver coated chain.
stone pendulums. Adorned
with this symbol. Evil Eye
with lobster claw latch.
with a unique clear crystal
is said to protect you and
Lapis is a beautiful stone,
ball and attached to a deliward off true evil. Glass Ball
whose cobalt blue colorcate chain that hangs over
Pendulum. Made in India.
ing is beautifully shown
7”. Sizes and gemstones are
off when tumbled, along
picked at random. . Pendu-

$5.95

$10.95

$9.95

GPBEVEE

Lapis Chambered pendulum
Created for dowsing and
ritual divination, the lapis
chambered pendulum offers you a pendulum bob
that unscrews to allow you
to place sacred oils, herbs,
ash, or earth, within it to

$9.95

GPCLAP

plain Clear Quartz
plain Amethyst
This pendulum features a
clear quartz stone as its bob.
Quartz stone are popular
for use in helping to store
and shape energies used
within your magical practices. 6” from India.

$5.95

GPEN

GPENA

6-sided Amethyst pendulum
6-sided Rose Quartz pendulum
Known as the stone of the
6-sided Rose Quartz penmind, Amethyst brings
dulum.
calmness and clarity. It may
help you learn all things
spiritual and psychic. 6-sided Amethyst pendulum.

$7.95

GPEND12

6-sided Quartz pendulum
6-sided Quartz pendulum.

$7.95

GPEND15

gold plated pendulum
Gold plated pendulum,
with chain having a ball on
end, the pendulum length
is approx. 1 3/8” including
loop.

$7.95

GPEND2

$7.95

GPEND13

GPBTVAR

various Chambered pendulum
A Chambered Pendulum,
with silver toned balled
ended chain. Various
colored, various size, our
choice. Each pendulum has
it’s own pattern, color tone,
perfections and imperfec-

$11.95

GPCRQ

This amethyst pendulum
is revered for helping to
achieve a divine connection,
aid in healing magic, encourage psychic ability, and
otherwise help find balance
and wisdom. From India.

$5.95

$15.95

GPBLAP

Rose Quartz Chambered pendulum
Rose Quartz pendulum
with a tiny chamber to add
alittle something extra to
your dowsing experience.
Heavy weighted with lots
of loving energy. Made in
India.

plain Bloodstone

GPCVAR

Created with a bloodstone
shaped into its bob, this
pendulum is of great use in
enhancing and complimenting your intention and energies within your divination.
From India.

$5.95

GPENB

6-sided Lapis pendulum
Lapis is assoiciated with
the 3rd eye, which makes
this an even more powerful
pendulum. In ancient Egypt
royalty believed in its powers to stimulate oppeness
to the spirit world. Lapis

$7.95

GPEND14

6-sided Black Agate pendulum
gold plated pendulum
6-sided Black Agate penduPendulums have long been
lum.
used in many practices as
divination tool to seek out
anything from answers to
gold as well as for healing.
Gold plated pendulum with
a 7” chain with a smaller

$7.95

GPEND17

$7.95

GPEND19

6-sided Labradorite pendulum
6-sided White Agate pendulum
You will love iridescent
This is a 6-sided White Agflashes of colors throughout
ate pendulum that will help
this 6-sided Labradorite
ground you during your
pendulum. Get answers to
divination practice. Bring
life’s questions with this
some clarity to the answers
stone of magic and knowlyou seek.
edge.

$7.95

GPEND21

$7.95

GPEND22

6-sided Green Aventurine pendulum
6-sided Yellow Aventurine pendulum
6-sided Peach Moonstone pendulum
This divination tool will
With this 6-sided Yellow
The colors of this 6-sided
offer you a soothing energy
Aventurine pendulum you
Peach Moonstone penduwhile working through
just may open and balance
lum are soothing and its
emotional issues. This 6
your solar plexus. Enjoy the
powers are said to bring out
sided Green Aventurine
many benefits of Yellow
the best in people. Support
pendulum may have the
Aventurine during your
your heart during your divianswers you need.
divination practices.
nation practice to get those

$7.95

GPEND23

$7.95

GPEND24

$7.95

GPEND25
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6-sided Tree Agate pendulum
6-sided Rainbow Moonstone pendulum
6-sided Grey Aventurine pendulum
This is a stone of inner
The pearly light that will
This is a powerful 6-sided
peace on this 6-sided Tree
emit through this 6-sided
Grey Aventurine penduAgate pendulum. Be calm
Rainbow Moonstone
lum. Enhance your abunand centered using this penpendulum may reveal our
dance and luck while using
dulum during you divinahidden truths. Let the powthis divination tool.
tion practice.
ers of moonstone aid you
in channeling during your

$7.95

GPEND26

copper plated pendulum
copper plated pendulum,
with 7” chain having a
ball on end, the pendulum
length is approx. 1 3/8”
including loop.

$7.95

GPEND3

$7.95

GPEND27

6-sided Sodalite pendulum
Sodalite 6-sided pendulum
will assist in bringing you
harmony and trust. A great
communication piece to
bring to your practices.

$7.95

GPEND30

$7.95

GPEND28

6-sided Serpentine pendulum
Clear all your chakras while
using this 6-sided Serpentine pendulum. Also known
as new Jade, Serpentine is a
great healing stone.

$7.95

GPEND31

6-sided Black Tourmaline pendulum
6-sided Opalite pendulum
6-sided Mahgony Obsidian pendulum
Clean up your chakras
Increase your personal
This 6-sided Mahogany
using this 6-sided Black
power while using this
Obsidian pendulum has a
Tourmaline pendulum. This
6-sided Opalite pendulum.
nice rich grounding color. If
energy purifier will keep
This clear milky pendulum
your seeking an answer to a
energy clean while seeking
may be the perfect tool to
decision than this might just
your answers.
enhance your psychic powbe the perfect divination
ers.
piece.

$7.95

GPEND32

6-sided Indigo Gabro pendulum
This is a 6-sided Indigo
Gabro pendulum. Indigo
Gabro is a newly mined
crystal that has surfaced
within the last few years.
It is said to relieve violence
and also provides connec-

$7.95

GPEND35

$7.95

GPEND33

$7.95

GPEND34

6-sided Ocean Jasper pendulum
6-sided Red Carnelian pendulum
Peace and the ability of letIf your looking for motivating go just may come easier
tion, endurance, and courusing this 6-sided Ocean
age, than this might be the
Jasper pendulum. The
perfect divination or healbeautiful colors of nature
ing tool for you. 6 sided
are depicted through out
Red Carnelian pendulum
each piece.
that is 8-9” long (including

$7.95

GPEND36

$7.95

GPEND37

6-sided tiger Eye pendulum
6-sided Sunstone pendulum
6-sided Blue Pearl pendulum
Tiger Eye makes a great
Its always sunny when you
The properties of blue pearl
divination tool as it will
use this 6-sided Sunstone
help with controlling negaassist you in focus, mind
pendulum. Harness the entive thinking and feelings.
& mental clarity. 6 sided
ergy of Ra, the sun god and
Get all the benefits and
Amazonite pendulum that
let it aid you in personal
beauty of Blue Pearl while
is 8-9” long (including
power, and freedom during
using this pendulum.
pendulum) and pendulums
your divination practice.

$7.95

GPEND38

$7.95

GPEND39

$7.95

GPEND40

6-sided Dark Green Agate pendulum
6-sided Amethyst Orgone pendulum
6-sided Rose Orgone pendulum
Let this stone of abundance
Eye catching 6-sided
Rose Quartz chips within
aid you in your divination
Amethyst Orgone penduthis 6-sided Orgone penpractice. This beautiful
lum. Experience Orgone’s
dulum. This combination
6-sided Dark Green Agate
universal life force as it aids
will aid you in harnessing
pendulum may just have
in clearing negative vibes
unconditional love through
your answers you seek.
and energy during your
the heart chakra, as well as
divination practice. While
clearing negative vibes from

$7.95

GPEND41

$7.95

GPEND42

$7.95

GPEND43

6-sided Seven Chakra Orgone pendulum
6-sided Moss Agate pendulum
6-sided Unakite pendulum
All the powers of the seven
Increase your compasThis 6-sided Unakite penduChakras are within this Orsion, mental and emolum is beautiful and powergone pendulum. Enjoy the
tional flexibility while using
ful. Use this stone dedicated
flashes of colors while using
this 6-sided Moss Agate
to balance for your next
this divination tool.
pendulum. A deep earthy
divination practice.
green color that may just
reveal other natural colors

$7.95

GPEND44

$7.95

GPEND45

$7.95

GPEND46
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6-sided Lepidolite pendulum
6-sided Dalmatian pendulum
6-sided Howlite pendulum
This stone of tranquility
Dalmatian Jasper is a hapThis lovely stone makes
assisting you and stabilizpiness stone. Entertain your
a beautiful pendulum.
ing your mood while using
childlike playfulness when
Howlite is a perfect stress,
this piece. Lepidolite is a
this stone is with you. 6
and anxiety reliever and
beautiful soft stone. 6 sided
sided Dalmatian that is 9”
is very calming. Use this
Lepidolite that is 9” total
total length. Sizes may vary
powerhouse during your
length. Sizes may vary
slightly.
next divination practice.

$7.95

GPEND47

$7.95

GPEND48

$7.95

GPEND49

gold plated pendulum w Compartment
6-sided Smoky Quartz pendulum
6-sided Peach Moonstone pendulum
Gold plated pendulum,
The wonderful power
Beautiful colors and incluwith 7” securely attached
of Smoky Quartz on this
sions in this Peach Moonchain having a ball on its
pendulum chain is sure to
stone pendulum. Healing,
end, remove the top of this
be a favorite. Smoky Quartz
love, and protection is what
study pendulum for its
is a know helper in letting
you will receive while using
compartment chamber, the
go, surrendering, and it will
this piece. 6 sided Peach
pendulum length is approx.
keep you grounded durMoonstone that is 9” total

$7.95

GPEND5

$7.95

GPEND50

$7.95

GPEND51

6-sided Malachite pendulum
6-sided Calligraphy Stone pendulum
6-sided Turquoise pendulum
This is a transformer of a
Not only does Calligraphy
A pendulum made of this
stone. Be ready for personal
stone make a beautiful
historical, highly praised
growth and abundance
pendulum it is also a gazing
Turquoise. So many benefits
while using this Malachite
stone. Every time you gaze
to pack into this special
pendulum. 6 sided Malaat this stone it will show
piece. 6 sided Turquoise
chite that is 9” total length.
you images in the fossilpendulum that is 9” total
Sizes may vary slightly and
ized shell markings. 6 sided
length. Sizes may vary

$7.95

GPEND52

$7.95

GPEND53

$7.95

GPEND54

6-sided Amethyst & Rose Quartz pendulum 6-sided Multi Fluorite pendulum
6-sided Green Fluorite pendulum
This is a trio of energy!
The layered Fluorite make
This 6 sided Green Fluorite
Triple layer design with
this a special piece. Fluorite
pendulum is considered an
Amethyst, Rose Quartz,
has many great benefits and
“energy vacuum cleaner” so
Clear Quartz. 6 sided penis a good tool for concentrait makes it a perfect crystal
dulum 9” total length. Sizes
tion. 6 sided Fluorite that is
to use in divination and
may vary slightly.
9” total length. Sizes may
healing. 9” total length but
vary slightly.
sizes may vary slightly.

$7.95

GPEND55

$7.95

GPEND56

$7.95

GPEND57

6-sided Scolecite pendulum
6-sided Red Goldstone pendulum
7 Chakra silver plated pendulum
Scolecite is the perfect stone
This “ambition stone” is
7 Chakra silver plated
for pendulums as it will asa great piece to use as a
pendulum is a total of 6”
sist you in communicating
pendulum as it will boost
however sizes may vary.
with spirit. High vibration
your confidence in your
crystal on this pendulum
divination skills. 6 sided
chain. 6 sided Scolecite that
Red Goldstone that is 9”
is 9” total length. Sizes may
total length. Sizes may vary

$7.95

GPEND58

$7.95

GPEND59

$7.95

GPEND6

6-sided Red Aventurine pendulum
6-sided Spinel Matrix pendulum
6-sided Kambaba Jasper pendulum
Red Aventurine is the stone
A stone from India that
Kambaba Jasper the stone
of manifestation and may
assist with protection, inspiof peace and tranquility.
assist in focuse on getting
ration, and communication.
With its earthy green tones
things done. 6 sided Red
Making this stone a great
its wonderful at restoring
Aventurine pendulum
divination peice. 6 sided
balance. 6 sided Kambaba
that is 8-9” long (including
Spinel Matrix pendulum
Jasper pendulum that is
pendulum) and pendulums
that is 8-9” long (including
8-9” long (including pendu-

$7.95

GPEND60

6-sided Mookaite Jasper pendulum
Mookaite Jasper is a earthy
toned stone that carries
strength and vitality, and
has the ability to increase
life force within the body.
This is why it makes a
great divination tool or for

$7.95

GPEND63

$7.95

GPEND61

$7.95

GPEND62

6-sided Golden Quartz pendulum
6-sided Calcite pendulum
Golden healer quartz conCalcite is a wonderful stone
nects with your solar plexus
for healing as well as its
chakra, aiding you with
ability to help empower
creativity and confidence.
your rituals. Making this a
6 sided Golden Quartz
perfect tool to add to your
pendulum that is 8-9” long
practice. 6-sided calcite
(including pendulum) and
pendulum. Calcite size 1.5”

$7.95

GPEND64

$7.95

GPEND65
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6-sided Amazonite pendulum
This pendulum made with
Amazonite has healing
powers with emotional issues, and physical ailment.
Making this a great tool
for divination or healing
practices. 6 sided Amazon-

$7.95

$7.95

$5.95

GPENRMS

$7.95

GPEND68

GPEND6A

$7.95

GPEND7

6-sided 7 Chakra Selenite pendulum
brass pendulum w Compartment
Selenite has energetic
Brass pendulum w Comabilities to protect, clear
partment.
and open your higher
chakras, making this a great
pendulum for divination
or healing. 6-sided chakra
pendulum 1.5” - 2” selenite

$8.95
plain Malachite

plainTiger Eye

GPEND71

$7.95

GPEND9

plain Rose Quartz
A simple conical bob penRose quartz is a stone tradidulum carved from Syn.
tionally utilized in seekMalachite and polished to
ing spiritual awakening,
show off the complex grain
love, balance, and creativpatterns of this wonderful
ity; wonderful qualities
stone. The fob at the end of
added to this pendulum to
the chain is made up of sevempower your divination.

$8.95

GPENEI

plain Rainbow Moonstone
Featuring a conical, Rainbow Moonstone bob and a
chain, chain end may come
with various decorations.
From India.

$8.95

$7.95

GPEND70

Glass Evil Eye Pendulum.

GPEND67

silver plated pendulum
1 1/2” silver plated spiral pendulum
Solid heavy weighted silver
1 1/2” silver plated spiral
plated pendulum. Century’s
pendulum , chain 6” sizes
old tool used for divination
may vary.
and healing. Pendulum 1.5”
with a simple silver plated
ball on the end of the chain
with total length of 8”+

GPEND69

6-sided Iolite pendulum
Iolite is a great guide in
spiritual growth, promotes
clarity, and awakens our
love for ourselves. Beautiful stone with violet and
blue coloring. 6 sided Iolite
pendulum that is 8-9” long
plain Evil Eye

$7.95

GPEND66

6-sided Pyrite pendulum
Pyrite is a strong protecting stone that will shield
from negative energy.
You can feel its grounding
protection. 6 sided Pyrite
pendulum that is 8-9” long
(including pendulum) and

$7.95

6-sided Garnet pendulum
6-sided Vasonite pendulum
This sensual stone has the
Discover the true yearnings
powers to ground 5d and
of your heart while using
helps you work lovingly
this pendulum. From a
on this physical plane. 6
valcano on Mt. Vesuvius. 6
sided Garnet pendulum
sided Vasonite (vesuvianite)
that is 8-9” long (including
pendulum that is 8-9” long
pendulum) and pendulums
(including pendulum) and

GPENMA

Tiger Eye is a potent stone
for achieving focus in divination, making it perfect
for use in this pendulum.
Color/pattern will vary
from stone to stone. 6”
From India.

$6.95

GPENT

$5.95

GPENR

plain Various Pendulum
Created with a assorted
gemstones shaped into its
bob, this pendulum is of
great use in enhancing and
complimenting your intention and energies within
your divination. Stones are

$3.95

GPENV

faceted Clear Quartz pendulum
Brass pendulum (various)
Apatite Orgone pendulum
Made out of a simple piece
A solid brass pendulum
A 6-sided Apatite Orgone
of clear quartz sculpted into
on a brass chain. Various
pendulum. Orgone is oba multi-faceted pendulum
shapes and sizes. Yours
tained by mixing three basic
bob. Let the qualities of the
chosen at random, we caningredients: metal particles,
quartz gemstone aid you by
not choose a specific style
polyester or epoxy resin,
enhancing and complimentfor you and all styles may
and minerals. From India.
ing your intention behind
not be available at all times.

$7.95

GPFQZ

$5.95

GPNDL1

$10.95

GPOAPA

Citrine Orgone pendulum
Lapis Orgone pendulum
Merkabah Citrine Orgone pendulum
A 6-sided citrine orgone
A 6-sided Lapis Orgone
Merkabah Citrine Orgone
pendulum. Orgone is obpendulum. Orgone is obpendulum, Citrine corretained by mixing three basic
tained by mixing three basic
sponds to the Solar Plexus
ingredients: metal particles,
ingredients: metal particles,
chakra. It can increase the
polyester or epoxy resin,
polyester or epoxy resin,
wearer’s personal power,
and minerals (heat treated).
and minerals. From India.
creativity and confidence
From India.
in decision making. Aids

$10.95

GPOCIT

$10.95

GPOLAP

$11.95

GPOMCIT
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Merkaba Garnet Orgone pendulum
Merkabah Lapis Orgone pendulum
Merkabah Peridot Orgone pendulum
Merkabah Garnet Orgone
Merkabah Lapis Orgone
Merkabah Peridot Orgone
pendulum, For use in Clearpendulum. Also a Third Eye
pendulum. Peridot is a
ing and Balancing, MeditaChakra opener, Lapis Lazuli
powerful cleanser that
tion, Reiki, Energy Work.
connects the physical and
releases and neutralizes
From India.
celestial kingdoms. From
toxins, both physically,
India.
emotionally and spiritually.
From India.

$12.95

GPOMGAR

$11.95

GPOMLAP

$11.95

GPOMPER

Peridot Orgone pendulum
Shungite Orgone pendulum
Tourmaline Orgone pendulum
A 6-sided Peridot Orgone
Hexagonal Orgone Shungite
A 6-sided tourmaline
pendulum. Orgone is obPendulum. From India.
orgone pendulum. Orgone
tained by mixing three basic
is obtained by mixing three
ingredients: metal particles,
basic ingredients: metal
polyester or epoxy resin,
particles, polyester or epoxy
and minerals. From India.
resin, and minerals. From
India.

$10.95

GPOPER

Clear Quartz Chakra Pentagram
Carved of a clear quartz
stone, this faceted pendulum bob is inscribed with a
pentagram and attached to
a chain featuring 7 stones
representing the 7 chakras.
Styles vary, our choice.

$11.95

GPPQUA

$9.95

GPOSHU

Sephoroton Rudraksha Pendulum
In association with Lord
Shiva. The word rudraksha is derived from two
words - rudra and aksha.
A. Aksha means “Eye” in
Sanskrit. Rudra and aksha
together mean “the one

$4.95

GPSEFR

Wood pendulum w/ Chamber
A simple piece of lathed
wood turned into a pendulum bob with a hidden
chamber large enough for
a few drops of oil, some
ground herb, a small crystal,
etc. Various styles - picked

$3.95

$10.95

GPOTOU

plain Shungite pendulum
Shungite pendulum on fine
chain with bead. This stone
is ancient and famous for its
purification and life force
from its carbon base, as well
as many other attributes.
From Russia.

$16.95

GPSHU

Pendulum &
Dowsing Books

GPWOC

Art of the Pendulum
Book of Pendulum Healing
Dowsing for Beginners
In The Art of the Pendulum
The Book of Pendulum
You can easily locate
by Cassandra Eason divinaHealing, suitable for beginwater, coins, artifacts, lost
tion expert Cassandra Eason
ners and adepts alike, offers
objects—even missing
brings us both a how-to
clear, concise instructions
people—when you follow
and a history of dowsing
for using ancient dowsthe simple instructions in
and the powerful art of the
ing techniques, a modern
this divination book. With
pendulum divination.
pendulum, and 30 interexpert guidance from Rich-

$14.95

BARTPEN

$16.95

BBOOPEN

$14.99

BDOWBEG

Great Pendulum Book
Little Bit of Pendulums (hc)
Pendulum Magic for Beginners
With charts on nearly every
With every swing of the
Learn to use pendulum
other page to guide you,
pendulum, you can develop
magic for self improvement
this is the ultimate handyour spiritual energy. Dani
and psychic development
book to using the pendulum
Bryant, a green witch,
through the simple to read
for improved health, happiprovides an easy-to-follow
book: Pendulum Magic for
ness, and success. You’ll see
guide that explains how to
Beginners.
exactly how the pendulum
choose or craft your pendu-

$14.95

BGREPEN

$9.95

BLITPEN

$14.99

BPENMAG

Pendulum Power
Practical Pendulum Book
How to use a Pendulum
Pendulum Power teaches
The Practical Pendulum
Coming in February 2016
how to make and use penBook provides a compact inAnyone can learn to use a
dulums for finding success,
troduction to how to use the
pendulum. This powerful
healing, and the developpendulum, and provides 38
tool brings together the left
ment of intuition and menpendulum charts so you can
and right sides of the brain
tal power.
find answers.
and acts as an antenna,
helping you tune into your

$9.95

BPENPOW

$14.95

BPRAPEN

$22.95

DHOWUSEP
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